Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The integer part of linear and nonlinear forms representing primes has been considered by many scholars. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Brüdern et al. \[[@CR2]\] proved that if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recently, Lai \[[@CR3]\] proved that for integer $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is natural to ask if the above results are true when primes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Main result {#Sec2}
===========

Our main aim is to investigate the integer part of a nonlinear form with integer variables and mixed powers 3, 4 and 5. Using Tumura-Clunie type inequalities (see \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]), we establish one result as follows.

Theorem 2.1 {#FPar1}
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Remark {#FPar2}
------

It is easy to see from Theorem [2.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} that primes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Outline of the proof {#Sec3}
====================
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The neighborhood of the origin {#Sec4}
==============================

Lemma 4.1 {#FPar3}
---------

see \[[@CR7]\], Theorem 4.1
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\sum_{1\leq x\leq N^{1/t}}e\bigl(\alpha x^{t} \bigr)=q^{-1}\sum_{m=1}^{q}e \bigl(am^{t}/q\bigr) \int_{1}^{N^{1/t}}e\bigl(\beta y^{t}\bigr)\,dy+O \bigl(q^{1/2+ \varepsilon }\bigl(1+N\vert \beta \vert \bigr)\bigr). $$\end{document}$$

Lemma [4.1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} immediately gives that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ F_{i}(\alpha)=f_{i}(\alpha)+O\bigl(X^{\delta } \bigr), $$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\vert \alpha \vert \in \frak{C}$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$i=1,2,\ldots,8$\end{document}$.

Lemma 4.2 {#FPar4}
---------

see \[[@CR8]\], Lemma 3 and Remark 2

*Let* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& I(\alpha)=\sum_{\vert \gamma \vert \leq T, \beta \geq \frac{2}{3}} \sum _{n\leq N}n^{\rho -1}e(n\alpha), \\& J(\alpha)=O \bigl( \bigl(1+\vert \alpha \vert N\bigr)N^{\frac{2}{3}}L^{C} \bigr), \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ *where* *C* *is a positive constant and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\rho =\beta +i\gamma $\end{document}$ *is a typical zero of the Riemann zeta function*. *Then we have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \int_{-\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{1}{2}}\bigl\vert I(\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{2}\,d\alpha \ll N\exp \bigl(-L ^{\frac{1}{5}}\bigr), \\& \int_{-\tau }^{\tau }\bigl\vert J(\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{2}\,d\alpha \ll N\exp \bigl(-L^{ \frac{1}{5}}\bigr) \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ *and* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$G(\alpha)=g(\alpha)-I(\alpha)+J(\alpha). $$\end{document}$$

Lemma 4.3 {#FPar5}
---------

see \[[@CR8]\], Lemma 5

*For* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$i=1,2$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$j=3,4,5$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$k=6,7,8$\end{document}$, *we have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\int_{-\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{1}{2}}\bigl\vert f_{i}(\alpha) \bigr\vert ^{2}\,d\alpha \ll X ^{-\frac{1}{3}},\qquad \int_{-\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{1}{2}}\bigl\vert f_{j}(\alpha) \bigr\vert ^{2}\,d\alpha \ll X^{-\frac{1}{2}},\qquad \int_{-\frac{1}{2}}^{ \frac{1}{2}}\bigl\vert f_{k}(\alpha) \bigr\vert ^{2}\,d\alpha \ll X^{-\frac{3}{5}}. $$\end{document}$$

Lemma 4.4 {#FPar6}
---------

*We have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\int_{{\frak{C}}}K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha) \Biggl\vert \prod _{i=1}^{9}F_{i}( \lambda_{i}\alpha)G(-\alpha)-\prod_{i=1}^{9}f_{i}( \lambda_{i}\alpha)g(-\alpha)\Biggr\vert \,d\alpha \ll \frac{X^{\frac{121}{60}}}{L}. $$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar7}
-----

It is obvious that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& F_{i}(\lambda_{i}\alpha)\ll X^{\frac{1}{3}},\qquad f_{i}(\lambda_{i} \alpha)\ll X^{\frac{1}{3}},\qquad F_{j}(\lambda_{j}\alpha)\ll X^{ \frac{1}{4}},\qquad f_{j}(\lambda_{j}\alpha)\ll X^{\frac{1}{4}}, \\& F_{k}(\lambda_{k}\alpha)\ll X^{\frac{1}{5}},\qquad f_{k}(\lambda_{k} \alpha)\ll X^{\frac{1}{5}},\qquad G(-\alpha) \ll N \quad \mbox{and}\quad g(-\alpha)\ll N \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ hold for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$i=1,2$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$j=3,4,5$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$k=6,7,8$\end{document}$.

By ([4.1](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), Lemmas [4.2](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} and [4.3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\int_{{\frak{C}}}\Biggl\vert \bigl(F_{1}( \lambda_{1}\alpha)-f_{1}(\lambda_{1}\alpha) \bigr)\prod_{i=2}^{9} F_{i}( \lambda_{i}\alpha)G(-\alpha)\Biggr\vert K_{ \frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \ll \frac{X^{\delta }X^{\frac{101}{60}}N}{N ^{1-\delta }}\ll X^{\frac{101}{60}+2\delta } $$\end{document}$$ and $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \int_{{\frak{C}}}K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\Biggl\vert \prod _{i=1}^{9}f_{i}(\lambda_{i} \alpha) \bigl(G(-\alpha)-g(-\alpha)\bigr)\Biggr\vert \,d\alpha \\& \quad \ll X^{\frac{101}{60}} \biggl( \int_{{\frak{C}}}\bigl\vert f_{1}(\lambda_{1} \alpha)\bigr\vert ^{2}K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \biggr)^{\frac{1}{2}} \biggl( \int_{{\frak{C}}}\bigl\vert J(-\alpha)-I(-\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{2}K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \biggr)^{ \frac{1}{2}} \\& \quad \ll X^{\frac{101}{60}} \biggl( \int_{-\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{1}{2}}\bigl\vert f_{1}( \lambda_{1}\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{2}\,d\alpha \biggr)^{\frac{1}{2}} \biggl( \int_{{\frak{C}}}\bigl\vert J(\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{2}\,d\alpha + \int_{-\frac{1}{2}}^{\frac{1}{2}}\bigl\vert I(\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{2}\,d\alpha \biggr)^{\frac{1}{2}} \\& \quad \ll \frac{X^{\frac{121}{60}}}{L}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

The proofs of the other cases are similar, so we complete the proof of Lemma [4.4](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}. □

Lemma 4.5 {#FPar8}
---------

*The following inequality holds*. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\int_{\vert \alpha \vert >\frac{1}{N^{1-\delta }}}K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha) \Biggl\vert \prod _{i=1}^{9}f_{i}(\lambda_{i} \alpha)g(-\alpha)\Biggr\vert \,d\alpha \ll X^{\frac{121}{60}-\frac{121}{60}\delta }. $$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar9}
-----

For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\alpha \neq 0$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$i=1,2$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$j=3,4,5$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$k=6,7,8$\end{document}$, we know that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$f_{i}(\lambda_{i}\alpha)\ll \vert \alpha \vert ^{-\frac{1}{3}},\qquad f_{j}( \lambda_{j}\alpha)\ll \vert \alpha \vert ^{-\frac{1}{4}},\qquad f_{k}(\lambda _{k}\alpha)\ll \vert \alpha \vert ^{-\frac{1}{5}},\qquad g(-\alpha)\ll \vert \alpha \vert ^{-1}. $$\end{document}$$ Thus $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\int_{\vert \alpha \vert >\frac{1}{N^{1-\delta }}}\Biggl\vert \prod_{i=1}^{9}f_{i}( \lambda_{i}\alpha)g(-\alpha)\Biggr\vert K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \ll \int_{\vert \alpha \vert >\frac{1}{N^{1-\delta }}}\vert \alpha \vert ^{-\frac{181}{60}}\,d\alpha \ll X^{\frac{121}{60}-\frac{121}{60}\delta }. $$\end{document}$$ □

Lemma 4.6 {#FPar10}
---------

*The following inequality holds*. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }\prod_{i=1}^{9}f_{i}( \lambda_{i} \alpha) g(-\alpha)e\biggl(-\frac{1}{2}\alpha \biggr)K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \gg X^{\frac{121}{60}}. $$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar11}
-----

We have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }\prod_{i=1}^{9}f_{i}( \lambda_{i} \alpha) g(-\alpha)e\biggl(-\frac{1}{2}\alpha \biggr)K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \\& \quad = \int_{1}^{X^{\frac{1}{3}}} \int_{1}^{X^{\frac{1}{3}}} \int_{1}^{X ^{\frac{1}{4}}} \int_{1}^{X^{\frac{1}{4}}} \int_{1}^{X^{\frac{1}{4}}} \int_{1}^{X^{\frac{1}{5}}} \int_{1}^{X^{\frac{1}{5}}} \int_{1}^{X^{ \frac{1}{5}}} \int_{1}^{N} \int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }e\biggl(\alpha \biggl(\lambda _{1}x_{1}^{3}+\lambda_{2}x_{2}^{3}+ \lambda_{3}x_{3}^{4} \\& \qquad {} +\lambda_{4}x_{4}^{4}+\lambda_{5}x_{5}^{4}+ \lambda_{6}x_{6}^{5}+ \lambda_{7}x_{7}^{5}+ \lambda_{8}x_{8}^{5}-x-\frac{1}{2}\biggr) \biggr) \\& \qquad {}\times K_{ \frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \,dx \,dx_{8}\,dx_{7}\,dx_{6}\,dx_{5}\,dx_{4}\,dx_{3}\,dx _{2}\,dx_{1} \\& \quad = \frac{1}{72{,}000} \int_{1}^{X}\cdots \int_{1}^{X} \int_{1}^{N} \int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }x_{1}^{-\frac{2}{3}}x_{2}^{-\frac{2}{3}}x _{3}^{-\frac{3}{4}} x_{4}^{-\frac{3}{4}}x_{5}^{-\frac{3}{4}}x_{6}^{- \frac{4}{5}}x_{7}^{-\frac{4}{5}} x_{8}^{-\frac{4}{5}} \\& \qquad {}\times e\Biggl(\alpha \Biggl( \sum _{i=1}^{8}\lambda_{i} x_{i}-x- \frac{1}{2}\Biggr)\Biggr) K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \,dx \,dx_{9}\cdots \,dx_{1} \\& \quad = \frac{1}{72{,}000} \int_{1}^{X}\cdots \int_{1}^{X} \int_{1}^{N}x_{1} ^{-\frac{2}{3}}x_{2}^{-\frac{2}{3}}x_{3}^{-\frac{3}{4}} x_{4}^{- \frac{3}{4}}x_{5}^{-\frac{3}{4}}x_{6}^{-\frac{4}{5}}x_{7}^{- \frac{4}{5}} x_{8}^{-\frac{4}{5}} \\& \qquad {}\times \max \Biggl(0,\frac{1}{2}-\Biggl\vert \sum _{i=1}^{8}\lambda_{i} x_{i}-x- \frac{1}{2}\Biggr\vert \Biggr)\,dx \,dx_{8}\cdots \,dx_{1} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ from (2.3).

Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}${\vert \sum_{i=1}^{8}\lambda_{i} x_{i}-x-\frac{1}{2}\vert \leq \frac{1}{2}}$\end{document}$. Then we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\sum_{i=1}^{8}\lambda_{i} x_{i}-\frac{3}{4}\leq x\leq \sum_{i=1}^{8} \lambda_{i} x_{i}-\frac{1}{4}. $$\end{document}$$

By using $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\sum_{i=1}^{8}\lambda_{i} x_{i}-\frac{3}{4}>1 \quad \mbox{and}\quad \sum _{i=1}^{8}\lambda_{i} x_{i}- \frac{1}{4}< N, $$\end{document}$$ we obtain that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\lambda_{j}X\Biggl(8\sum_{i=1}^{8} \lambda_{i}\Biggr)^{-1} \leq x_{j} \leq \lambda_{j}X\Biggl(4\sum_{i=1}^{8} \lambda_{i}\Biggr)^{-1},\quad j=1, \ldots,8, $$\end{document}$$ and hence $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }\prod_{i=1}^{9}f_{i}( \lambda_{i} \alpha) g(-\alpha)e\biggl(-\frac{1}{2}\alpha \biggr)K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \\& \quad \geq \frac{1}{576{,}000}\prod _{j=1}^{8}\lambda_{j} \Biggl(8 \sum _{i=1}^{8}\lambda_{i} \Biggr)^{-8}X^{\frac{121}{60}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Then we complete the proof of this lemma. □

The intermediate region {#Sec5}
=======================

Lemma 5.1 {#FPar12}
---------

*We have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }\bigl\vert F_{i}( \lambda_{i}\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{8}K_{ \frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \ll X^{\frac{5}{3}+\frac{1}{3}\varepsilon }, \\& \int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }\bigl\vert F_{j}( \lambda_{j}\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{16}K_{ \frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \ll X^{3+\frac{1}{4}\varepsilon }, \\& \int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }\bigl\vert F_{k}( \lambda_{k}\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{32}K_{ \frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \ll X^{\frac{27}{5}+\frac{1}{5}\varepsilon } \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ *and* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }\bigl\vert G(-\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{2}K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \ll NL $$\end{document}$$ *for* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$i=1,2$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$j=3,4,5$\end{document}$ *and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$k=6,7,8$\end{document}$.

Proof {#FPar13}
-----

We have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \int_{-\infty }^{+\infty }\bigl\vert F_{j}( \lambda_{j}\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{16}K_{ \frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \\& \quad \ll \sum_{m=-\infty }^{+\infty } \int_{m}^{m+1}\bigl\vert F_{j}( \lambda_{j}\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{16}K_{\frac{1}{2}}(\alpha)\,d\alpha \\& \quad \ll \sum_{m=0}^{1} \int_{m}^{m+1}\bigl\vert F_{j}( \lambda_{j}\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{16}\,d\alpha +\sum _{m=2}^{+\infty }m^{-2} \int_{m}^{m+1}\bigl\vert F_{j}( \lambda_{j}\alpha)\bigr\vert ^{16}\,d\alpha \\& \quad \ll X^{3+\frac{1}{4}\varepsilon } \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ from ([3.1](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and Hua's inequality.

The proofs of others are similar. So we omit them here. □

Lemma 5.2 {#FPar14}
---------

see \[[@CR7]\], Lemma 2.4 (Weyl's inequality)

*Suppose that* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\biggl\vert \alpha -\frac{a}{q}\biggr\vert \leq \frac{1}{q^{2}}, $$\end{document}$$ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$(a,q)=1$\end{document}$ *and* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\phi (x)=\alpha x^{k}+\alpha_{1}x^{k-1}+\cdots + \alpha_{k-1}x+\alpha _{k}. $$\end{document}$$ *Then we have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\sum_{x=1}^{M}e\bigl(\phi (x)\bigr)\ll M^{1+\varepsilon }\bigl(q^{-1}+M^{-1}+qM ^{-k} \bigr)^{2^{1-k}}. $$\end{document}$$

Lemma 5.3 {#FPar15}
---------

*For every real number* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\alpha \in \frak{D}$\end{document}$, *we have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$W(\alpha)\ll X^{\frac{1}{3}-\frac{1}{4}\delta +\frac{1}{3}\varepsilon }, $$\end{document}$$ *where* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$W(\alpha)=\min \bigl(\bigl\vert G_{1}(\tau_{1}\alpha) \bigr\vert ,\bigl\vert G_{2}(\tau_{2}\alpha)\bigr\vert \bigr). $$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar16}
-----

For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\alpha \in \frak{D}$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$i=1,2$\end{document}$, we choose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$a_{i}$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$q_{i}$\end{document}$ such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\vert \lambda_{i}\alpha -a_{i}/q_{i}\vert \leq q_{i} ^{-1}Q^{-1}$\end{document}$ with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 5.4 {#FPar17}
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*The following inequality holds*. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar18}
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The trivial region {#Sec6}
==================

Lemma 6.1 {#FPar19}
---------

see \[[@CR9]\], Lemma 2
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The following inequality holds.

Lemma 6.2 {#FPar20}
---------
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Proof {#FPar21}
-----
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Results {#Sec7}
=======
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